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Introduction
Watermarks are images embedded in paper used to
identify the origins of historic documents (Figure
1) [1]. 
Paper degradation and overlapping ink marks make
it difficult to retrieve the shape of the watermark
(Figure 2).
Existing work on watermark retrieval faces
limitations due to extent of applicability. 
One algorithm has proven to be highly effective for
watermark retrieval, and is the only one that was
found to address text removal [2]. It still presents
limitations with text of certain size and contrast. 
Previous version of a watermark recognition system  
introduced promising line removal method,
inspiring text removal concept[3, 4]. .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 Terminology
Wavelets: wave-like oscillations which can
decompose an image into multiple scales, allowing
analysis over multiple detail levels.
Morphological operations: operations applied to an
image to adjust its pixels based on neighboring
regions.
Contrast enhancement: adjustment of image
features for increasing the image quality and object
visibility.Research Question
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How effective is the joint use of wavelet transform and
morphological operations in the removal of text from
watermark images, and how does it compare to
algorithms using morphological operations and
contrast enhancement?

Dataset
Synthetically generated images resembling watermarks
overlapped by text, created from three components:

Binarized watermark images from the original
dataset.
Image backgrounds with different levels of noise
from original dataset.
Handwritten text images from three public
databases of old documents [5,6,7]. 

Components were randomly selected and overlapped
with random transparency, size, and position values.
This resembles non-synthetic images while allowing
control over text and watermark variables.

Compared Algorithms
Algorithm using contrast enhancement and
morphological operations for estimating and
removing foreground and text interference from an
image. 
Proposed algorithm using wavelet transform and
morphological operations for text localization and
removal.  Wavelet domain coefficients were used
for creating a mask over the pixels containng text
in the original image. Thresholding and
morphological operations were then used to
estimate the background intensity and replace text
pixels.

Experiments
Four datasets with varying text widths relative to
watermark contour thickness, from very thin (Fig. 1-3)
to very thick (Fig. 4-6), were used. Algorithms were
evaluated on each dataset based on: Original
Watermark Conservation, Text Removed Successfully,  
and Processing Time
The metrics used for comparing these results were
SSIM, MSE, and PSNR [7]. 

Results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
The proposed wavelet algorithm
outperforms the baseline algorithm for
most datasets. 
The worst performance is achieved for
the case where text width is thinner than
the watermark contour. 
Both algorithms had lowest personal
scores when text was significantly thinner
than the watermark
Larger scores are obtained for when
images are larger in size.  
The wavelet trasnform algorithm obtains
lowest overall values for the metrics
regarding text removed. 

 Figure 4. Example of image
 in the ’Very Thick Text’ dataset
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The proposed algorithm is promising for thick text images.
Limitations of the approach were found for images where
background contrast is high, as well as for images with thin
text. 
More work could be done for assessing the performance of
the algorithms for non-synthetic data. Currently this is done
with few images, only visually.
Future work could be done for integrating together the two
presented algorithms. Additionally, work could be done in
adding Fourier transform to enhance the text localization. 
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Figure 2. Example of synthetic
watermark image

Figure 1. Example of synthetic
watermark image


